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a b s t r a c t

A two-dimensional model of the flow and mixing of particulate solids has been developed on the basis of
the Markov chain theory for an alternately revolving static mixer of Sysmix® type. In such a system, mixing
occurs in both vertical and horizontal directions. Simulations are presented here to investigate the effect of
the initial loading of the components, as well as the effect of the values of the transition probabilities that
constitute the main parameters of the model. It is shown that a horizontal arrangement of the components
always leads to better mixture quality and improved mixing kinetics. This research is presented for non-
segregating mixtures, as well as potentially segregating mixtures, for which the empirically well-known
oscillations in variance are represented by the model. Results suggest that there is a rational way of
approaching a static-mixing problem with regard to the initial loading of the component and the optimal
number of revolutions. Comparison of model results with experimental data published previously for a
Sysmix® apparatus contributes to validating the viability of the model.

1. Introduction

Choosing a powder mixer is a complex and time-consuming
exercise for a chemical engineer. To select a simple distillation col-
umn, the engineer will probably spend several hours deciding on
dimensions and characteristics, and a further day or more consult-
ing vendors and purchasing the column. To select an appropriate
powder mixer, the time required may be up to several months. This
delay in the decision-making process can be explained by the lack
of knowledge of powder characterization in general, and of powder
rheology in particular. As a consequence, the range of technologies
available for mixing powders is extremely large. The shape of a
tumbler mixer may be a cylinder, a sphere, a cube, a double-cone,
a double cylinder. The axis of rotation may differ from the axis of
symmetry, and inserts can be included in the design. Convective
mixers all differ from each other by the shape of the stirrer, which
may be a ribbon, paddles mounted on a shaft, blades mounted on a
frame, multiple screws, or a planetary motion with various axis of
rotation—all this being combined with the different possible shapes
of the mixing vessel. The broad category of “home-made” mixers,
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of which container-mixers form a part, are subject to numerous
failures that occur in scale-up and design procedures.

Depending on the manufacturing possibilities, such as the avail-
ability of spare parts, other alternatives like fluidised-bed mixers,
static or silo mixers may be envisaged. In these types, the general
motion of the particles is induced by gravity and the process oper-
ates by multiple passes or by the alternate revolving of the mixer.
Insertions that are placed inside the vessel provoke dispersion of
the particles (see Fig. 1). Static mixers provide a greater contact
area between particles of different nature, which is a preliminary
to the achievement of a finer-scale mixture. They could probably
give good results as premix units, for example at the inlet of a con-
tinuous plough mixer, but have never been studied from this point
of view.

Modelling of powder mixing and flow is a very valuable
approach to the understanding of the collective and individ-
ual motion of particulates, and therefore may prove useful in
improving mixer design. Distinct Element Models (DEMs) have
been developed and applied to real mixing cases since the mid-
nineteen nineties. DEMs are based on calculating particle–particle
and particle–wall interactions, a procedure that requires the detec-
tion of the contacts between particles, which can be difficult if
these are of non-spherical shape [1]. This procedure limits consid-
erably the number of elements (particles) that need to be taken into
account in the simulation and has led most researchers to develop



Fig. 1. Typical mixing element designs in static powder mixers.

hybrid models for which DEM can be considered as a potential
“building block” (see [2] or [3]). The building into which such a block
may be incorporated should be a meso or a macroscopic model, a
category to which Markov chain models pertain.

Markovian models have been applied to a wide range of pow-
der mixers since the beginning of the nineteen-seventies: they have
been applied to static mixers in simple cases [4–6], to fluidised-bed
mixers [7,8], to tumbler mixers [9,10], and to continuous convec-
tive mixers [11]. The models consist in representing the general

flow pattern by a network of cells, the transition between these
during fixed intervals of time being assimilated to conditional
probabilities. The matrix representation of the model allows state
occupation to be calculated rapidly and also facilitates the deriva-
tion of macroscopic criteria of process efficiency, such as mixture
homogeneity. Recently, we developed a Markov chain model to
simulate the evolution of the axial non-homogeneity of binary
mixtures in static mixers of “tube type”, accounting for particle
segregation during downward gravity flow [12]. In essence, it is a
one-dimensional cell model which is not able to capture the cross-
wise mixing of particles during their flow through the tube. In the
present paper, we extend this model to a general two-dimensional
flow representation, as occurring in a Sysmix® mixer. In particular,
we will focus on the effect of initial feed loading, on the number of
revolutions and on powder flow by its macroscopic transcription
through Markovian transition probabilities. This analysis will be
supported by numerical simulations to capture different possible
outcomes of such processes. Comparison with published experi-
mental data will also help to illustrate the viability of the model.

2. Markov chain model formalism

The Sysmix® was invented and studied in the MUKKI Chemi-
cal Engineering Institute in Veszprém (see [13–16]). It can be said
to consist of an intermediate design between a static mixer and a
tumbler mixer with inserts (see Fig. 2). The solid material is intro-
duced in the lower part of the vessel, which is revolved by 180◦

with respect to its horizontal axis of symmetry. After a standstill of

Fig. 2. Sysmix® bulk solids mixer. (a) Schematic diagram of the mixer (1: upper (feeder) container, 2: static mixer elements, 3: lower (receiver) container with the layered
powder components to be mixed, 4: rotation shaft), (b) grids composed of helical static mixer elements, (c) photo of the mixer in operation, and (d) photo of the static mixers
grid.



Fig. 3. Material injection from the feeding section to the first row of the mixing zone.

a few seconds to let the particles reach the bottom of the mixer, it
is rotated in the opposite direction. Mixing continues by alternate
rotation in this way. The mixer is filled up with mixing elements act-
ing as packing in absorption or distillation columns, so as to increase
and renew the contact area between different regions of the particle
bed. In a certain manner, this idea is in contradiction with the need
to let the particles flow easily through the mixer and avoid blockage
and/or intermittent powder flow. Process efficiency is therefore a
complex combination of mixer design (number, size, shape, spa-
tial disposition of mixing elements, packing porosity, etc.), process
operating conditions (feeding strategy, rotational speed, revolving
frequency, number of revolutions), as well as powder flow charac-
teristics as a response to a given mixer configuration. The model
developed will therefore have to account for these aspects of the
process, and in particular for the downward/crossing general par-
ticle flow.

2.1. General approach to 2D flow modelling

The Markov chain modelling of particulate flow consists in rep-
resenting the process by a network of cells through which particles
can transit, defining transition probabilities between the cells (or
state) and summarizing the whole procedure in matrix notation
with appropriate rules. The knowledge of state occupation dur-
ing the operation allows important process characteristics to be
calculated, such as Residence Time Distribution (RTD) for contin-
uous mixers or mixture homogeneity. Readers should refer to our
previous articles to have a complete view of the model descrip-
tion, the modelling strategies, and the various existing or potential
applications [17–19].

In a static mixer of Sysmix® type, particle flow and mixing
is of a sequential nature, as the revolution procedure is time-
discontinuous. The model will therefore consist of three basic
“blocks”:

1. feeding of material from the upper container to the mixing zone;
2. motion of material through the mixing zone;
3. re-collection of the “micro” portions, which have come from the

mixing zone, into constant sample volumes.

Material feed to the mixing zone is organized by means of a
special feeder or loading container. The latter is represented by the

two-dimensional cell space where the number of cells is equal to
the number of columns of mixing elements and the number of rows
equal to the number of samples chosen in a vertical direction. Let us
consider a binary mixture case (A/B). In an initial approach, compo-
nent A is placed in the left-hand part of the feeder (upper container)
and component B is placed in its right-hand part. Material injec-
tion into the mixing zone represented by four columns is shown in
Fig. 3. Material in the loading container is formally separated into
columns of the array modelling the mixing zone, and into the layers
corresponding to the particle mass flow rate and the chosen tran-
sition duration !t (10 layers in the illustration). At each transition,
one layer enters the upper row of cells representing the mixing
zone and brings with it a certain mass of a key component, which
is under observation. Thus there is a continuous feed to the mixing
zone during several first transitions, the number of which is equal to
the chosen number of layers. However, the outflow into the corre-
sponding absorbing container at the bottom caused by each inflow
during one transition will be distributed over transitions and will
form different layers in the absorbing container. Note that only the
total mass of material should be equal in both containers after pas-
sage of the material through the mixing zone is finished. In order
to model the recurring procedure of passages, the mass of the key
component in the absorbing container is to be re-collected into the
same layers as in the loading container.

We now focus on the mixing zone and illustrate the strategy of
building a so-called “2D-model” by considering the simple case of
a 3 × 3 two-dimensional network of cells as shown in Fig. 4. The
cells are considered to occupy identical volumes in the mixer, but

Fig. 4. Example of a 3 × 3 2D Markov chain cell model.



the corresponding particle masses may be different. The particles

of a certain component A of a binary mixture can occupy the cell

“ij” with a frequency, or a concentration, sij. Consequently, the state

probability distribution along cells can be defined by the matrix Sm:

Sm =

[
s11 s12 s13

s21 s22 s23

s31 s32 s33

]
(1)

In order to perform the next matrix operations, model cells

should be renumbered in a sequence shown in Fig. 4:

Sm =

[
s1 s4 s7

s2 s5 s8

s3 s6 s9

]
(2)

which should in turn be transformed into the state vector:

S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

s1

s2

. . .

s8

s9

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3)

The mixing zone is represented by a matrix of transition proba-
bilities of size 9 × 9, since mixing occurs in two directions, vertical
and horizontal. Each column contains transition probabilities from
the given cell to the neighbouring cells according to its direct unary
numeration. The main diagonal is concerned with probabilities of
remaining in cells during one transition. These probabilities can
be obtained by subtracting the sum of transition probabilities to
the neighbouring cells from 1. The probabilities of such transitions
should be placed in the columns of the matrix:

P =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 → 1 2 → 1 0 4 → 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 → 2 2 → 2 3 → 2 0 5 → 1 0 0 0 0

0 2 → 3 3 → 3 0 0 6 → 3 0 0 0

1 → 4 0 0 4 → 4 5 → 4 0 7 → 4 0 0

0 2 → 5 0 4 → 5 5 → 5 6 → 5 0 8 → 5 0

0 0 3 → 6 0 5 → 6 6 → 6 0 0 9 → 6

0 0 0 4 → 7 0 0 7 → 7 8 → 7 0

0 0 0 0 5 → 8 0 7 → 8 8 → 8 9 → 8

0 0 0 0 0 6 → 9 0 8 → 9 9 → 9

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4)

Let us consider the mixing zone of a Sysmix®-type mixer in more

detail. It is made of mixing elements, axially installed inside the

mixer. Each element is of helical shape and is slewed around its ver-

tical axis by 90◦ relative to the previous and subsequent elements

placed above and below the element in question. Consequently,

material flow will occur along the two sides of each mixing element

so that the material goes to the bottom of this element and to other

neighbouring zones. A cell model of the process is represented in

Fig. 5. Each cell represents one side of a mixing element, the mixing

effect happening in an axial direction at the interfaces between the

successive cells. A vertical series of helical mixing elements is there-

fore represented by two columns of cells in the model. Crosswise

mixing arises in the mixer because of particle rebound or inter-

action with the mixing elements. In the model, this is taken into

account by only allowing transitions in the horizontal direction

between the cells that are not separated by an element.

Finally, material is collected in the lower container, whose

dimensions are identical to those of the upper container. Particles

of each component arrive in the lower part of the vessel after the

revolution of the mixer during the standstill period. It is therefore

filled according to the flow behaviour of each component in the

mixing zone. Each column of the lower container may then con-

tain a different powder volume, and each cell may exhibit different

concentrations in a specific component as long as mixture is not

achieved at this scale of scrutiny. As the mixing procedure oper-

ates by turning the whole mixer body around its horizontal axis

by 180◦, the lower container serves as a feed for the next passage

being turned upside down. The process can then be repeated and

its dynamics can be followed by the Markov chain representation

with appropriate rules of calculation.

2.2. Transition matrix and process dynamics

The dynamics of material motion through the mixing zone is

defined by the following matrix equation:

Sk+1
= P(Sk

+ S(k)

f
) (5)

In the above equation, P is the transition matrix describing the

exchanges of material in the mixing zone, S is the state column

vector for the mixing zone and S(k)

f
is a column vector represent-

ing material feed. The latter can represent a step feed into the first

row of the model as in the first pass of the present case, but can also

represent a slot-type feed, a sinusoidal feed, a staged feed along the

mixer’s length and so forth. For a mixing zone consisting of a single

column, this vector would be of size n × 1. For m mixing columns,

its size is n × m and it is built by placing the feed vectors to each

column one under another. The matrix of transition probabilities

P is a block matrix, and has the following form according to the

model scheme presented:

P =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

P11 P12 Z Z Z Z

P21 P22 P23 Z Z Z

Z P32 P33 P34 Z Z

Z Z P43 P44 P45 Z

Z Z Z P54 P55 P56

Z Z Z Z P65 P66

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(6)

The matrices Pij, placed above the main diagonal of P are respon-

sible for material motion from the right columns to the left ones, i.e.,

from the jth columns to the (j −1)th as only crosswise flow exists

between adjacent elements. Similarly, the matrices Pji placed below

the main diagonal are responsible for material motion from the left

columns to the right ones, i.e., from the jth columns to the (j + 1)th.

Matrices Pii represent particle flow “inside” the ith column, and Z
is a zero matrix of size 4 × 4. It should be noted that the indexing of

the sub-matrices in the above does not coincide with the indexing

of mixing cells in the model.

The matrix of transition probabilities for the vertical helical mix-

ing sets of Fig. 5 can be seen in Fig. 6 in accordance with the above

remarks. If the probability to stay in a cell ps is the same for a compo-

nent whichever cell is considered, if pc is the probability to transit in

the horizontal direction, and pd is the probability to transit in the

vertical direction, the transition matrix contains three unknown

parameters. It is also necessary to note that the matrix P has to be

normalized, so that the sum of probabilities within each column of

the matrix written in numbers is to be equal to 1:

24∑
i=1

pij = 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , 4 (7)

It follows from (Eq. (7)) that pd = (1 −pc −ps)/2 is true for all

matrices except P11 and P66; and pd = (1 −ps)/2 for the matrices

P11 and P66. As a consequence, the problem is reduced to only two

unknown parameters per component.

When all the particles have arrived at the bottom of the mixer,

and been re-collected into the same layers as for the loading con-

tainer, the obtained vector is rotated upside down and used as the

feed vector for the next pass. Then the procedure repeats so that,

from a process viewpoint, the mixer appears as a continuous mixer

with a feed acting within a limited time interval. The transition

matrix is a square matrix whose size must be chosen according to

the number of mixing elements installed in the mixing zone. For



Fig. 5. Powder flow in a Sysmix®-type static mixer (top) and the corresponding Markov chain model (bottom).

example, if the mixing section is made of 3 vertical arrangements
of 4 mixing elements each, the size of the transition matrix will
be 30 × 30 (taking into account the 6 absorbing states). However,
as long as the transition probabilities are identical for each cell,
this will not increase the number of possibly unknown parame-
ters, nor affect the form of the block matrices, and the calculation
time for simulating the dynamics of the process will be practically
unaffected.

The above protocol is suitable to represent the flow of each com-
ponent in the mixture. But if these components do not exhibit the

same transition probabilities in the mixing zone, one must consider
as many transition matrices as there are different component flow
behaviours, at least in an initial approach. For instance, in the binary
mixture case A/B, there will be four model parameters psA, psB, pcA,
and pcB that depend on the flow behaviour of the components inside
the mixer. Finding relationships between bulk powder properties
and element design with transition probabilities is a key issue here,
but it remains outside of the scope of the present work. If the matri-
ces PA and PB are the same for both components, their distribution
in the lower container will asymptotically tend to be homogeneous,



Fig. 6. Transition matrix related to the model presented in Fig. 5.

and thus the process optimization problem may consist in finding

the number of revolutions of the mixer needed to guarantee the

required mixture quality.

With respect to the previously published work mentioned

above, the present model has a major advantage. In these previous

models, one transition corresponded to one passage in the mixer,

irrespective of the flow structure in the vessel. This is the reason

why, despite their pioneering character, these studies could hardly

be directly related to mixer design. In contrast, the 2D Markov

model presented here represents flow at a mesoscopic level, that

of the mixing elements. If one of these elements is removed, or

replaced by another of a different shape, this will change the tran-

sition probabilities and affect particle flow dynamics. Applying the

2D modelling approach proposed here can therefore increase the

predictability of mixer behaviour, thus improving tools for mixer

design.

2.3. Mixture homogeneity

The degree of homogeneity of a powder mixture is the key char-

acteristic that needs to be controlled in a mixing process. But the

first step is to define the scale at which the mixture will be judged.

In the present case, we will consider this “scale of scrutiny” as being

that of the cells in the collector. For example, it will represent 1/40th

of the total mixture in Fig. 3. Then, one has to define the com-

ponent for which homogeneity will be calculated or evaluated (if

sampling is necessary), generally the lowest-dosed ingredient or a

key ingredient such as an active product. This is relatively easy to

perform for the case of a binary mixture, but it becomes tedious for

multi-component mixtures with various key ingredients as is very

often the case in the pharmaceutical industry. The homogeneity of

a mixture containing N times the scale of scrutiny is also called the

intensity of segregation and is usually quantified by the variance of

the composition ci in sample i, for a specified key ingredient, over

the N possible samples of mean value 〈c〉:

�2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(ci −〈c〉)2 (8)

In the present case, if there are m columns and n rows in the

feeding container, the above equation reads:

�2 =
1

m · n

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

(cij −〈c〉)2 (9)

It may also be interesting to calculate the variances in the hori-

zontal and vertical directions, respectively:

�2
x =

1

m

m∑
j=1

(∑n

i=1
cij

n
−

〈
cj

〉)2

or �2
z =

1

n

n∑
i=1

(∑m

j=1
cij

m
−

〈
ci

〉)2

(10)

In the above, 〈cj〉 and 〈ci〉 are mean concentrations in columns

and rows, respectively. The coefficient of variation CV is usually

employed to compare the actual homogeneity value to a standard.

A typical criterion retained for drug liberation is CV < 6%, and will

be considered as a reference in the present study:

CV =
�

〈c〉
(11)

In the model, the state vector directly represents the distribution

of one of the components in the feeding container. As a conse-

quence, the CV can easily be derived from the state vectors obtained

after each passage in the mixer, and the time-change of these can

provide a visual support to the progress of the mixing process.

3. Some numerical simulations

3.1. Non-segregating mixtures

When transition probabilities are the same for both components

A and B, obviously no segregation can take place and the asymp-

totical value of the variance is zero. However, the way this value

is approached depends on the transition probabilities and on the

initial arrangement of the components. This point is well known in



Fig. 7. State vector obtained for ps = 0.1 and pc = 0.3 (a, initial distribution; b, distribution after one pass; c, distribution after 10 passes).

Fig. 8. Kinetics of binary mixing simulated with equal probabilities of the components (ps = 0.1; pc = 0.3) as a function of the initial arrangement (vertical, a; horizontal, b).

industrial practice, but has never been taken into account in a flow
model for powders.

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the material in the loading con-
tainer after one pass in the mixing zone, as well as after 10 passes,
for a vertical initial arrangement of the components, and for the fol-
lowing transition values: psA = psB = 0.1, pcA = pCB = 0.3. This diagram
shows a concentration distribution among the cells in two direc-
tions and gives a visual illustration of the progress of the mixing
process. The surface is horizontal and all sections are filled to the
maximum because the probabilities for A and B are equal. We can
note that the mixture is almost homogeneous at the scale consid-
ered (1/120th of the total mixture) after 10 mixer revolutions only.
Fig. 8a shows the time-evolution of the variance for this vertical
initial arrangement and allows the results to be compared with a
horizontal initial distribution (Fig. 8b). Both curves monotonously
decrease with the increase in the number of revolutions of the
mixer, illustrating the absence of segregation phenomena. When
the components are placed in two horizontal layers, the variance
decreases more rapidly than in the case of the vertical config-
uration. For example, after two rotations, for the probabilities
considered, the values of the variance are 0.06 and 0.075 for the
horizontal and vertical cases, respectively.

To better illustrate this idea, a brief analysis was performed to
test the sensitivity of the model to its parameters in the case of
equal transition probabilities of the components. For this purpose,
we considered a target homogeneity of CV = 6% and tried to find the
combination of transition probabilities that allowed this value to be
obtained. The results are reported in Fig. 9a (vertical arrangement)
and Fig. 9b (horizontal arrangement).

In the vertical arrangement, low values of pc are to be coupled
by very high values of ps to give an acceptable homogeneity in a
reasonable number of passes. In other words, a deficit in horizon-
tal mobility must be compensated by the same characteristics in
the vertical direction to prevent plug flow behaviour. For pc values

Fig. 9. Possible combinations of transition probabilities to reach a target value of
6% on the CV of the mixtures, as a function of the initial arrangement (vertical, a;
horizontal, b). Both components have same transition probabilities.



Fig. 10. Kinetics of mixing simulated with equal probabilities of the components (ps = 0.1; pc = 0.3) with different initial scales of segregation (three horizontal layers, a; four
blocks, b).

Fig. 11. State vector obtained for psA = psB = 0.1, pcA = 0.5, and psB = 0.3 (a, initial distribution; b, distribution after one pass; c, distribution after eight passes).

Fig. 12. Influence of transition probabilities on mixing kinetics for vertical arrangement of the components (A is figured in black).



Fig. 13. Influence of transition probabilities on mixing kinetics for horizontal arrangement of the components (A is figured in black).

above 0.3, the efficiency of the process becomes irrelevant of the ps
value, which means that once the horizontal mobility is ensured,
the process is not sensitive to the vertical flow. The same conclu-
sions may be drawn from the analysis of the results concerning
the horizontal disposition, but the picture is globally less magni-
fied for low values of pc. High horizontal mobility is important but,
even in this case, the vertical mobility is still influential, and must
be low to “allow enough time” for mixing. For a given couple of
transition probabilities, the target homogeneity will be attained
with less transition (or revolution) if the initial arrangement of the
components is horizontal rather than vertical. This is all the more

Fig. 14. Influence of the initial configuration on the mixing kinetics (A is figured in
black) for psA = 0.25, psB = 0.2, and pcA = pcB = 0.1.

apparent where horizontal flow is reduced. In the mixing element
design close attention must therefore be paid to promoting hor-
izontal motion of the particles, especially in the case where the
initial disposition of the components is vertical, as is practically
always the case in continuous mixing.

Other initial distributions of the components, but with the same
initial intensity of segregation, were considered in the simulation
and are reported in Fig. 10a and b. They both led to earlier achieve-
ment of the mixture, within just a couple of revolutions of the mixer.
However, even if the initial variance is the same, the scale of seg-
regation (“the maximum size of segregated regions”, see [20]) is
much smaller in these cases. In other words, a large-scale previous
displacement of blocks of particles is significant in improving the
mixing kinetics.

3.2. Potentially segregating mixture

Most of the time, it is necessary to mix components with dif-
ferent physical properties, and probably different flow behaviours.
Such mixtures have a segregation potential that is difficult to pre-
dict as it will depend on various intermingled factors: particle
attraction or rejection, relative sizes, differences in shape, differ-
ences in particle size distribution, composition of the mixture and
so forth. Sometimes, these factors are combined and may counter-
balance their own effects. In the context of the present model, we
will consider only binary mixtures and transcribe their differences
in terms of the transition probabilities of the model: psA, psB, pcA
and pcB.

Let us first consider a vertical initial distribution of material (see
Fig. 11) and assume the following transition probabilities: psA = 0.1,
pcA = 0.5, psB = 0.1, and pcB = 0.3. It can be said that component A
transits faster in the horizontal direction than component B, and
experiences the same quick downwards transitions (low values of
ps). Fig. 9a can be used to discriminate both products from the view-
point of their “in-process” flow behaviour. The distributions of the



Fig. 15. Model and experimental data comparison for the mixing kinetics obtained in the Sysmix® mixer with (a) or without (b) mixing elements.

components after one and eight passes are also given in the dia-
grams representing the filling process of the cells. They show that
the free surface is actually irregular, due to preferential filling of the
right part of the container. This is the result of the different hori-
zontal transition probabilities that favour the retention of A in the
vessel.

Fig. 12a–c illustrates the influence of the transition probabil-
ity values on the mixing kinetics by changing alternatively ps or
pc for one of the two components in the case of the initial ver-
tical disposition. A small decrease in the vertical transitions of A
by changing ps from 0.1 to 0.3 leads to a serious slowing down
in the process, as well as some oscillations in the variance graph
(compare Fig. 12a and b). The mixing kinetics is also improved
when pcA is reduced from 0.5 to 0.4 (compare Fig. 12a and c),
which is closer to pcB. This behaviour cannot be explained by the
intrinsic horizontal or vertical mobility values as is the case for the
non-segregating mixtures. It is more likely to be the result of the
differences in transition probabilities between A and B. Indeed, the
mixing process is less efficient when the probabilities grow more
distant from each other. Fig. 13a–c shows the same ideas in the
case of the horizontal arrangement to that concerning the influ-
ence of the changing transition probabilities. The differences in
the transition probabilities of the two components clearly govern
the mixing process. In addition, we can examine the effect of the
initial arrangement. As in the non-segregating case, the horizon-
tal disposition improves the mixture quality in terms of mixing
kinetics and “final” homogeneity. For example, it is 3–4 times bet-
ter in terms of variances after two passes in the system than for
the previous case. It must also be noted that clearly marked oscil-
lations are now taking place, which must be taken into account
in process optimization. In particular, in Fig. 13a, mixture qual-
ity is much better after two passes in the mixer than after eight
passes.

Fig. 14 shows how the mixing kinetics is influenced by the ini-
tial distribution of the components. The probabilities are psA = 0.25,
psB = 0.2, and pcA = pcB = 0.1, so that a slight difference exists in the
axial or crosswise mobility of particles, component A being retained
in the system more than component B. It can be seen that the best
mixture quality with the smallest mixing time is reached for the
distribution in which the component having the higher downward
probability (B) is placed at the top of the loading container. Once
again, oscillations take place in the case of horizontal arrangements.
It is somewhat remarkable to observe that even a decrease in the
initial scale of segregation (curve 5) does not lead to a better mixing
process.

All these examples of simulations serve to illustrate the sensi-
tivity – in terms of both mixing kinetics and mixing time – of the
mixing process to the initial disposition of the component and the
relative values of the transition probabilities. Particular attention

must be paid to these factors if there is a potential risk of segregation
of the particles.

4. Modelling of the Sysmix® mixer

To try to validate partially the Markov chain model developed
in this work, we have used experimental data obtained and pub-
lished by Gyenis and Arva in the studies we referred to previously.
The authors considered two couples of components in their work,
namely quartz–sodium chloride and flour–polypropylene granules,
but we will focus only on the first couple. The initial arrangement
of the components in the loading container was horizontal and
organized in three layers. During the mixing process, the mixer
was alternately revolved around the horizontal shaft at the mid-
dle height of the mixing zone. The duration of a 180◦ rotation was
1.5 s followed by a standstill of 3.0 s. With different mean particle
sizes and densities, the components seemed to segregate during
the experiments.

Transition probabilities were matched to the experimental data
by minimizing difference between calculated and experimental
concentrations in each column of the unloading container at every
pass. Fig. 15 reports experimental data and adjusted model results
for the Sysmix® mixer with (a) or without (b) mixing elements
inserted. The best match was obtained for the following values of
the transition probabilities:

- psA = 0.02, psB = 0.3, pcA = pcB = 0.1 with mixing elements.
- psA = 0.01, psB = 0.12, pcA = pcB = 0.05 without mixing element.

The matching result is visually acceptable, which gives a positive
impression about the ability of the model to calculate a real case.
Some oscillations are found when mixing elements are inserted,
but are due to the fact that the transition probability values are
closer in this case. This leads us again to conclude that segregation
is not only caused by the intrinsic properties of the particles, but is
also due to their behaviour in a specific process. As might be imag-
ined, the presence of the mixing elements in the mixer increases
the horizontal mobility of the particles, as well as increasing their
retention in the system. It helps the mixing kinetics by inducing a
quicker decrease in the variance of the mixture, but it also seems
that variances are close to each other when the number of passes
exceeds 6. It is therefore probable that the process is not yet opti-
mized from the viewpoint of mixing element design. The present
model could be a very valuable tool for this task.

5. Conclusion

A two-dimensional model of particulate solid mixing was devel-
oped on the basis of Markov chain theory. The prototype was the



Sysmix® mixer where mixing occurs both in vertical and horizontal
directions. The model proposed makes it possible to calculate dis-
tribution of components in two directions and to estimate mixture
quality accurately. Simulations were run to investigate the effect
of initial material loading and to analyse the effect of transition
probability values on the mixing kinetics, so as to take particle seg-
regation into account. It was shown that while mixing components
that tend to segregate, there is a rational way of loading compo-
nents, and an optimal number of revolutions giving the maximal
mixture quality.

Main issues for improving the current model are:

- Linking transition probabilities to particle flow characteristics in
a definite process configuration. This could be done experimen-
tally, but also through the help of other models, like DEM at the
level of a cell, for example. This could therefore give rise to a
hybrid model of flow in static mixers.

- Validation of the model by new sets of experiments, testing effec-
tively the effects of different process variables on the transition
probabilities, and refining the approach by identifying process-
dependent parameters and product-dependent parameters.

- Optimization of the design and operation of static mixers (num-
ber, shape, spatial disposition, type of mixing elements) by using
the model. In other words, finding the best combination of
transition probabilities and relating this to mixing element char-
acteristics. This constitutes a real technological challenge.

- Considering more realistic features for the Markov model, such as
time- or state-dependent transition matrices, or interdependent
transition probabilities such as in [21]. The way transition prob-
abilities for a component are affected by the presence of another
component of different transition probabilities is still difficult to
apprehend.

Appendix A. List of symbols

CV coefficient of variation of a mixture
ci key component content in sample number i
cij content in sample corresponding to the position i, j in the

container
⟨c⟩ key component mean content in samples
i, j indexes for matrix elements or for location of samples in

the container
k index for transition number
m, n indexes for matrix dimension
N number of samples
P transition matrix
PA, PB transition matrices for component A and B
Pij block matrix
pij element of P
pc transition probability (horizontal)
pcA, pcB transition probabilities (horizontal) for component A and

B
psA, psB transition probabilities (staying in a cell) for component

A and B
pd transition probability (downwards)
ps transition probability (staying in a cell)

S state vector
S(k)

f feed state vector at transition k
Sm state matrix
si element of Sm
sij element of S
Z zero block matrix
" mixture standard deviation
"x mixture standard deviation in horizontal direction
"z mixture standard deviation in vertical direction
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